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hey baby teaching pop songs that tell
stories in the ESL classroom
dale T griffee university of pittsburg ELI japan

teachers using pop songs in an ESL or
EFL classroom face certain questions
some of these questions are do all song
techniques work with all songs what is
the best type of song to use should I1 use
only short and slow songs how can I1 use
those hardtounderstandhard rockto songsunderstand what
should I1 do if I1 read an article on song
techniques and I1 hate the song used to
illustrate the techniques this article first
in a series of four considers these
problems and provides some answers

using pop songs
some problems

As a way of answering some of the
above questions lets look at some of the
problems facing teachers who use songs
especially popular songs in their
classroom

wandering into a wellstockedwell CDstocked tape
and record store can be a bit overwhelm-
ing especially if you havent been in one
for a number of years if you know what
you are looking for you might be able to
find it with luck or help from the clerk
but if you are searching for new songs to
try out in an ESL or EFL class you may
come away with nothing except a
headache

feelings and attitudes toward songs are
another problem none of us feels neutral
about popular songs in a music store we
might spot an album that was popular
when we were in high school or another

album that came out when we were in
college and they make us feel as if we are
meeting an old friend there are also
albums with strange and unfamiliar names
and pictures of singers in strange clothes
whatever they are theyre not our kind of
music

these two factors the large number and
variety of recorded songs that are available
on the market today and our feelings
toward them are of concern to teachers
working with songs how can teachers
work with specific techniques without
appearing to recommend the songs they
have selected to illustrate those
techniques from the point of view of the
teacher evaluating a technique the song
being used to illustrate the technique may
be unknown or uncongenial therefore
the technique might be disregarded because
the teacher might think I1 dont like that
kind of music and I1 would never teach it
or I1 dont see how that technique could
apply to the kind of songs I1 like Is it
possible to match song techniques with
songs that teachers already know and have
in their own collections but that other
teachers may not know or even personally
like the answer is yes and the purpose of
the remainder of this article is to show
how

what makes a song
suitable for teaching

let us briefly consider what makes a
song suitable for classroom teaching
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some presenters have suggested that songs
suitable for classroom use must be slow
and clear so students can catch the words
others have suggested we should only use
top40top songs40 to insure relevance each of
these suggestions contains a valid insight
but my own experience has led me in
other directions

first we must consider our classes
how many students are there what is
their age what is their language level
and what are their musical tastes

we must also consider how the song fits
our lesson plan are we free to try any
activity or are we restricted by a syllabus
Is the song viewed as a supplement to the
textbook lesson which can thereby be
justified in terms of vocabulary structure
or discussion topic or is the song being
used after or between regular lessons

teachers must also consider themselves
how do you feel about the song do you
like it what does the song sound like in
the classroom Is it likely to distract or
disturb other teachers and their classes

and finally do you have a copy of the
song on tape or CD the best song in the
world wont do you any good if you cant
find a copy of it

in summary my answer to the question
of what makes a song suitable for teaching
is

1 the teacher likes it

2 the students like it

3 it fits the lesson and

4 the teacher has a copy of the song

how many types of songs
are there

if we were able to reduce all the
thousands of popular songs into a few
easily identifiable types we could describe
song techniques that are compatible with
each type in that way teachers would be
able to classify any popular song and
apply song techniques that fit

there are many ways to classify songs
for example according to type eg pop
country soul rock according to
popularity eg top 10 top 40 top 100
and according to time eg current hits
oldies but goodies songs of the 60s
etc however when it comes to
classifying songs for teaching none of
these schemes is useful

in terms of song techniques I1 have
found it helpful to ask these questions 1

is the song fast or slow 2 Is the song
long or short by short I1 mean shorter
than three minutes to three and a half
minutes and finally 3 does the song
tell a story using these criteria I1 have
found it helpful to divide pop songs into
four types 1 songs that tell stories 2
short and slow songs 3 short and fast
songs and 4 long songs longer than
four minutes the majority of which are
usually fast

this is the first article in a series of four
on using pop songs in the ESL classroom
and will concern itself with type one
songs those that tell stories the
remaining articles which will appear in
future issues of this journal will deal
with the other three types short and slow
songs short and fast songs and long
songs

gos
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songs that tell stories

songs that tell stories are songs that
have a story line with a beginning a
middle and an end they are almost always
long and fast and for that reason often not
easy to sing see references for some
examples of songs that tell stories

A possible lesson plan

how many song techniques are advisable
for one song there is no certain number
but the answer is probably more than one
and less than five at times I1 have used as
many as four techniques to teach one
song one technique to introduce the
song another to provide students with
lyrics a third technique to work with
grammar and a final technique for class
discussion the following four techniques
follow that pattern tell them A story
provides the story line of the song song
strips provides the actual song lyrics
paraphrasing gives students practice
consolidating and reviewing lyrics and
meaning and point of view is a
discussion technique these are of course
not the only techniques that can be used
with songs that tell stories

tell them A story

this technique uses the skills of
listening discussion and writing it works
only with songs that tell stories and is
good for low to intermediate students it is
a listening technique that provides students
with a paraphrased version of the song
before listening

before you begin write out the words to
the song then write a paraphrased version
for your class read the paraphrased
version of the song to your students this

example comes from the song rudolph
the rednosedred reindeernosed

rudolph was a reindeer who lived in
the north land where there is a lot of
snow and ice he was normal or usual
looking except for his nose it was big
and red he was the only reindeer with
a red nose in fact his nose would
shine and glow in the dark at night he
could always see because of his nose
but the other reindeer didnt like
rudolph because his nose made him
look different they laughed at him
also they wouldnt let him
play games with them

then one december night
something unusual happened it was
very foggy and santa claus could not
see when santa and his regular
reindeer flew into the sky they became
lost because they couldnt see any
lights roads or landmarks so santa
went to rudolph and asked him to help
him santa asked rudolph to be the
lead reindeer in other words rudolph
would be in front and the light from
his nose would give enough light for
santa and the other reindeer to see in
that way they would be able to fly to
give presents to girls and boys around
the world

after santa and the reindeer returned
to rudolphs home town rudolph was
a hero all the other reindeer were
proud of him and said that everybody
in the world would always remember
him

As an optional step hand out the story
for silent reading and class discussion
then listen to the song and hand out the
song lyrics if desired

At
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strip songs

this technique uses the skills of
listening and discussion it works with all
songs and is good with low to
intermediate students before you begin
cut the song lyrics into strips hand out
the strips to students in pairs or groups
and ask them to arrange them BEFORE
they listen for higher classes ask
students to discuss why they arranged the
strips as they did what clues helped
them rhyme story development
transition words finally listen and
rearrange strips as necessary

extensions
1 give one strip to each student ask

the student to memorize the strip and
throw it away then ask the students
to arrange themselves in what they
believe to be the correct order when
they have arranged themselves recite
the song to the class

2 paste the strips on a sheet of colored
paper and put it on the bulletin board

paraphrasing

this technique uses the skills of writing
and discussion it works with all songs
and is good for high beginner and
intermediate students before you begin
write out the lyrics also write a
paraphrased version of the song your
paraphrased version may be a line for line
paraphrase or a short paragraph hand out
the lyrics and your paraphrase ask
students to select the paraphrase they
think is best discuss why

paraphrasing is a necessary discussion
and clarification tool but its not easy
its rather difficult to paraphrase a thought

or an idea without changing its meaning
and many otherwise competent english
speakers including a few teachers have
trouble doing it nevertheless paraphras-
ing is a necessary language skill and has
many uses for example one use is to
check and verify understanding in conver-
sation and discussion

paraphrasing has at least three
characteristics which students should be
aware of first it must be in the students
own words students cannot use the same
words from the original the phrase
somewhere over the rainbow cant be

paraphrased as above the rainbow but
might be paraphrased as somewhere far
away or in the land of dreams A
paraphrase is not an opinion or an inter-
pretation it must reflect the original
meaning it tends however to use simpler
words than the original finally a
paraphrase is usually introduced by a
phrase such as the following

in other words
are you saying that
do you mean
so what youre saying is

extensions
1 write a paraphrase of some of the

lines of the song and mix these with
the remaining original lines students
arrange them in correct order

2 write out a linebylineline paraphraseby
reproduce

line
it and cut it into strips stu-

dents arrange the paraphrased strips in
correct order either by listening to the
song or by comparing the paraphrased
strips with the original lyrics

3 rewrite street language or dialects
into standard language ask students
to identify and match

exwasi n

pretation
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4 students work in groups one group
writes a paraphrased version of the
odd lines while another group writes
a paraphrased version of the even
lines they then exchange correct
and rewritere

5

write

assign all the lines from a song one
line to each student pair or group
ask each working group to write a
paraphrase of their line after each
group has finished writing their para-
phrased line have the lines read in
correct order if you want paste the
line on colored paper and post it next
to the original lyrics

point of view

this technique uses the skills of
discussion and writing it works with
songs that tell stories or songs that
present more than one point of view and
is good for intermediate students and
above

many songs are about people who act
in various ways their actions and
motivations can be used for paraphrasing
storytelling writing and discussion
exercises before you begin no special
preparation is necessary introduce or
review the song then draw a grid on the
board see example below with one space

for every character or group you want to
discuss the last character is yourself

working individually or in groups ask
students to write what they think is each
characters point of view relative to the
questions in the grid ask the students to
consider what each character thinks and
why they act as they do include the
student as the last category and ask for
personal opinions with such questions as
how do you see the problem or
which characters problem do you think

is similar to a problem you have here
are some additional discussion questions
what is probably going to happen to

each character in the future in real life do
you know of anyone in this situation
what did they do can you think of a
different solution

these four song techniques are not of
course the only techniques that can be
used but they should work with any song
that tells a story subsequent articles in
this four part series will discuss short and
slow songs short and fast songs and
long songs

acknowledgements

I1 first saw the technique tell them A
story in a class taught by shawn keys
strip songs extension one is from

question 1 what is the problem
for this character

question 2 how does the
character deal with
the problem

character 1 character 2 yourselfch yourselfcharacter
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kathi bailey paraphrasing extension one
is from P dissosway extension three
from marc helgesen and extension four
is based on ideas from alan maley and
sandra moulding

A selection of songs
that tell stories

american traditional frankie and
johnny songs alive BBC english

ruben blades the hit nothing but
the truth elektra 96075449

johnny

60754

cash

4

A boy named sue this
is johnny cash CBK 3014

harry chapin cats in the cradle even
if you cant carry A tune new
york regents publishing inc

harry chapin taxi harry chapin
greatest stories live elektra
c2ca 6003

barry manilow copacabanaCopacabana barry
manilow greatest hits max 1561

shandrishangri las leader of the pack
original rock & roll GT 5625162515

bruce springsteen darlington county
born in the USA QCT 38653

kenny rogers the gambler kenny
rogers greatest hits 4lvelv 51152
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